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mixed media artist



THE ARTIST
ROD never wanted to learn the rules and if he borrows any, it is to 
better bend them. The artist is faithful to the man, uncompromisingly 
so. Every piece resounds like a blast. Guts spread over the canvas. Life 
projected. A thousand emotions propelled into a multilayer picture, 
striking and powerful. A concentration of absolute.

ContemporaryContemporary in his themes and in the way he approaches them, 
ROD offers his sensitive and straight view of a reality that inspires him 
as much as it deeply moves him, in pieces that are often dark but 
always glorified.

Imbued with anger, struggle, rage, irony, hope, love. Humanity.

EveryEvery piece asserts itself in a unique style, daring, without restraint 
and beyond the norm. For ROD nothing shall hinder nor betray the 
message and values he imbeds in all of his pictures, each one a 
sequence of a sincere statement of faith.

Although his creations, in their overwhelming presence intrigue by 
their size as much as by their meaning, ROD is not trying to convince. 
Thus, the spectator’s eye remains free. “Just like the artist”.

BIOGRAPHYBIOGRAPHY
1977 - Born in Quimper, France
1999 - Master of Fine Arts in Rennes, France
2000-2007 - Works as set designer in Paris for multiple TV shows, 
advertisings and movies
2004 - Starts to work as artist

EXHIBITIONS

2006 - Galerie Arludik, Paris, France2006 - Galerie Arludik, Paris, France
2006 - Art Miami Fair, Miami, USA
2006 - Galerie Damien B, Miami, USA
2007 - Galerie Art Partner, Paris, France
2008 - Galerie Art and You, Paris, France
2009 - Galerie Art Jingle, Paris, France
2009 - Art Paris, Espace Champerret, Paris, France
2011 - MAC 2000, Paris, France2011 - MAC 2000, Paris, France
2012 - Galerie David Pluskwa, Marseille, France
2012 - Galerie Art Jingle, Paris, France
2012 - Les Hivernales, Montreuil, France
2013 - Salon d’Automne, Champs Elysées, Paris, France
2013 - Galerie Bartoux, Galerie d’Art Elysées, Paris, France
20162016 - Move to Bangkok, Thailand - Rod starts a long period of 
creation and experimentation
on new tecniques and artistic forms.



SUPER HEROES

RODROD breaks out of the conventions of Comics only to better use their power. The 
combination of powerful graphic design and simple techniques offer a striking interpretation 
of the range of emotions (anger, sadness, loneliness, hope…), of which Super-Heroes very 
early appeared to him as the perfect mirror image; witness of the fears and ambitions of an 
American society that crystallizes the irony of a fierce humanity, whose faults are an endless 
source of inspiration for the artist.  

NoNo way for ROD to hold something back. Enriched by his experience as a decorator for the 
cinema (Immortal, Jason Bourne…), he expresses himself perfectly within magnitude. He 
literally takes over the space, which holds a major role in his pieces. Whereas the scene is 
always centered, the image is projected without limit to reach the spectator. There is nothing 
free in this approach, ROD magnifies the formats for a greater impact. 

Thus,Thus, in his Collection Super-Héros, the vignette becomes prominent, the speech bubble 
resounds out of the frame, the character materializes and becomes even more human thanks 
to the volume. ROD does not create, he composes. He chooses carefully every materiel and 
accessory that will echo his message. First the illustration, which he draws from Comics and 
holds for its raw strength. Then he presses the image before sculpting it to glorify its intensity 
with a clever play of material and volumes. He favors acrylic and gloss for their density and 
brightness. His colors are pure and bright. He often inserts touches of sequin, fabric, symbols 
thatthat are signs of his own sensitivity (flowers, skulls, butterflies, crow…) and whose 
combination qualifies an essentially Manichaean imagery. So many elements that are 
meticulously put together and projected to reach the spectator and feast his eyes with the 
intense meaning that ROD is attached to convey…

"Contra vim mortis, non est medicamen in hortis."  

There is no medicine in the garden against the power of death.



IT’S TIME TO DIE
2012 - dim. 200 x 180 x 40 cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, acrilyc painting, PU foam, plastic, electricity.



BLACK WIDOW
2009 - dim. 172 x 110 x 15 cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, acrilyc painting, PU foam, glitters.



ORA PRO NOBIS - La Pietà
2013 - dim. 200 x 450 x 35 cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, PU foam, plastic, electricity.



FRAGMENTATION
In armament, a cluster bomb is an aerial bomb of simple design that explodes before reaching its target, scattering 
thousands of shrapnel that spread in random or precise directions, depending on the wanted effect.  
In Art, the sharp manipulator of this bomb is ROD.

FragmentationFragmentation is indeed a manipulation, in the sense of adjusting as much as of distorting, imagined by ROD to show in 
a different way an image or information that if kept raw would have the effect of a bomb. This conception enables him to 
free himself from any ambiguity between what is suitable to be shown and what can be visible. ROD ignores these 
considerations. He has chosen Art in order to express himself freely, sincerely, with no compromise and he has made the 
bending of rules his trademark.

TheThe process of Fragmentation gives ROD many possibilities to create, taking into consideration Art, Architecture and 
Design, without limit. It is a photographical, graphic, conceptual and intellectual work based on a very simple process. 
ROD captures, fragments then mixes and gathers several powerful images to recompose a pixilated, structured and 
excessive whole that invades and takes over the space as well as the mesmerized spectator.
 
WheWhereas the idea is simple and the depiction minimalist, though impressive, the creation of these pieces requires from 
ROD the qualities of a pyrotechnist. He meticulously cuts plates of plexi imprinted with images into thousands of small 
cubes that he spreads according to a random or methodical logic belonging to subterfuge. He then fixes these cubes one 
by one to each another using rods or tubes and installs them on the main structure, most often a rigorous frame that by 
either holding back the spatter or proving to be the propulsion zone reinforces the explosive visual impact. 
 
TheThe final composition, voluminous and aerial, invading, pierced by light, is a reference to the cellular structure; which 
makes sense since with Fragmentation, ROD dissects and reconstitutes to better denounce them the visions of society or 
humanity (pain, injustice, famine…) that cause him a physical, gut reaction.
 
ThisThis Collection commits the artist and the man at once. Hence the proceeds from the sale of certain pieces of the series 
are to be donated to charities that he cares about. The violence that comes with some images confirms the artist’s choice 
to amplify the splinters of their wave rather than to convey only the shock, in order to better reach its target.  As if he 
echoed the muffled cry of a time bomb…

 

"Aliud est celare, aliud tacere."
To conceal is one thing, to be silent another



DES PRESSIONS (Some pressures)
2018 - dim. 122x240x38cm

Wood, acrylic painting on PU foam, plastwood cubes, clear acrylic rods.



DES-PRESSIONS (Some pressures)
2018 - dim. 122x240x38cm

Wood, acrylic painting on PU foam, plastwood cubes, clear acrylic rods.



SALOMÉ
2018 - dim. 122x240x34cm

Wood, acrylic painting on PU foam, epoxy resin cubes, butterflies, plastic flowers, acrylic rods.



AUTOPORTRAIT À LA VAISSELLE
(Self-portrait with ceramics)
2018 - 3 artworks dim. 120x120x30cm

Wood, acrylic painting on PU foam, printing on plastwood, epoxy resin cubes with ceramic.



AUTOPORTRAIT À LA VAISSELLE
(Self-portrait with ceramics)
2018 - 3 artworks dim. 120x120x30cm

Wood, acrylic painting on PU foam, printing on plastwood, epoxy resin cubes with ceramic.



AUTOPORTRAIT À LA VAISSELLE
(Self-portrait with ceramics)
2018 - 3 artworks dim. 120x120x30cm

Wood, acrylic painting on PU foam, printing on plastwood, epoxy resin cubes with ceramic.



AD LIBITUM* COLLECTION

The Ad Libitum Collection marks a turning point in ROD’s work. For the first time the artist has 
focused on a single, rich, powerful, complex, multiple and universal theme : desire. From nirvana 
to the abysses, from genesis to illusion, ROD offers over 20 chapters created over a few months. A 
real achievement for the artist.

TTrue to his own codes, ROD presents us with his uncompromising vision of the meanderings of 
desire, in all the dimensions that affect him. Fragmentation enables him to stage the darkest quirks 
of absolute, devastating and insatiable desire, regardless of the rules of decorum.

Each piece, rigorously encased in plexi, becomes the theatre of peculiar, baroque pixelated plays, 
magnified by the artist. The soiled Eden lights up, the ravaged childhood is sublimated, seduction 
becomes profusion, pleasure resonates with perversion.

The ensemble oThe ensemble offers a sublime, dense, colored, almost noisy chaos, stifled in each frame. Like the 
fury of the artist faced with the flood of images swamping our screens, dumping a stereotyped 
temptation smashed to pieces by the artist.
 
*Ad libitum : For our utmost pleasure.

ILLUSION
2017 - dim. 120x120x30cm

WWood, acrylic black panel, printing on plastwood, plastic flowers, acrylic rods.



Click N² + Press ESCAPE
2013 - dim. 134 x 134 x 30 cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, acrilyc painting, PU foam, glitters, electricity.



1000 NUITS (1000 nights)
2017 - dim. 156 x 156 x 37cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, glass bottle and glasses, cigarettes, photo-frames, lamps, 
plastic flowers, acrylic rods.



OBSESSION
2018 - dim. 122,4 x 190,4 x 41 cm

Wood, velvet fabric, printing on plastwood, PU foam, plastic flowers, acrylic rods.



OBSESSION - DETAIL



COEUR DEMON
2017 - dim. 123 x 113 x 40 cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, PU foam, metal wires, butterflies, acrylic rods.



L’ECHÈC (The failure) 
2017 - dim. 146 x 146 x 30cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, foam and glitters, dolls, plastic flowers, acrylic rods.



ADAM - HORTIS HORRIBILIS
2018 - dim. 94 x 208 x 42 cm



ADAM - HORTIS HORRIBILIS
2018 - dim. 94 x 208 x 42 cm

Well versed in religious art and initiated into Christian beliefs, ROD discloses, as an introduction to the Ad 
Libitum Collection, an unusual and profane representation of the Garden of Eden, cradle of desire and 
illusion, decor of the original sin, transformed into coffins.

LLying on a dark and baroque bed strewn with roses, encased in luxurious padded red velvet with an air of 
burlesque theatre, a spangled garish yellow skeleton faces the observer; lit up sideways by a radiance 
symbolizing a presence failing to assert its superiority.
All around him, amongst a wide array of cubes exhibiting the faces - now whole and non-pixelated - of men 
of all kinds, the gruesome intimations of a putrid and unfettered life lie and mill about.

HangingHanging by their hair from his right hand, drifting in the decor like fleeting fireflies or dismembered and 
held in small transparent plastic casings, pierced by pickaxes as if impaled on piloris, numerous perfect 
dolls, naked or just dripping with glittery pink seem destined for the abysses.

Under his left hand, a bunch of grapes, pristine and generous, preserved in spite of the chaos and the 
swarming insects, reflects his appetite and the frenzy for its consumption.

From his mouth open to greediness to his hollow stomach, there still breaks through just a face. It’s Rod’s, 
made up into a sad clown,
laughinglaughing and yelling to the whole world the futility of man and the adulteration of a desire in which the 
good comes out as possession and the bad-male as perversion.

JOHN - Chapter 2 verse 16

For all that is in the world - the desires of the flesh, the desires of the eyes and the pride of life - is not from 
the Father but from the world.



EVE - MUSA ACUMINATA FECUNDITATIS
2018 - dim. 94 x 208 x 42 cm



EVE- MUSA ACUMINATA FECUNDITATIS
2018 - dim. 94 x 208 x 42 cm

Inside a second macabre coffin ROD adds the finishing touch to his secular depiction of his doomed Eden, initiated 
with the ADAM-HORTIS HORRIBILIS tableau.

InIn an exact same dark baroque and padded framework, among soft-hued flowers and taxidermied butterflies a 
garish skeleton floats, pink and sequined like the bodies of the dolls in the first piece. In the hollow of her womb a 
smeary-faced baby doll faces the onlooker.
Woman is a mother. First and foremost.

AboveAbove her shoulder, at the very same place as in the piece of which this tableau is the imperfect echo, a light 
catches the frozen face of the genitrix. Shunning all eyes, she appears to surrender only to that heavenly glow. 
Around her, on innumerable cubes, the faces of anonymous or illustrious women, figures of goodness or 
atrociousness, like so many masks that she might wear.

Under her left hand a bunch of grapes is hidden. Displaying her maternity in the foreground, she refuses to exhibit 
the symbol of what might arouse her entrails, her greed, her yet to be satiated lust. Woman is a mother. First and 
foremost. Primarily. And exclusively.

EchoingEchoing this concealment, in the hollow of her right hand, willingly offered to scrutiny, Rod's unsmiling disillusioned 
face, painted into a sad clown, is incorporated into the piece. Much more than his face, Rod incorporates his 
mockery of a religious, simplistic and Manichean vision of woman, alternatively holy mother or doomed hooker.

ByBy generously bestrewing the scene with bananas, reminiscent of the Underground version illustrated by Warhol, 
the artist, through his own system of symbols, restores desire and temptation in the foreground, on the same level 
as motherhood. Woman does not have to choose or fear any judgment regarding whatever grips her belly. 
Paradise is not there, but life IS.

Timothy – Chapter 2, v2:13-15
ForFor Adam was formed first, then Eve. And Adam was not the one deceived; it was the woman who was deceived 
and became a sinner. But women will be saved through childbearing—if they continue in faith, love and holiness 
with propriety.



LEONARD & THE RAINBOW
2017 - dim. 156 x 156 x 41cm



LEONARD ET L’ARC EN CIEL 
(Leonard & the rainbow)
2017 - dim. 156 x 156 x 41cm

More than desire, which was the central theme of the Ad Libitum Collection, to which Leonard and the Rainbow 
belongs, this piece of ROD’s is about love. To be more precise, it’s about the love lesson displayed by Leonard over 
the first minutes of Human, Yann Artus-Bertrand’s documentary, which moved the artist profoundly.

FFrom that lesson of love ROD borrowed all colours, from the darkest to the most luminous, pixellated and set inside 
a perfect square.

Against a raw background combining plastic, branches and nails, constituting a fertile ground for utter poverty and 
violence, the artist has set up cubes, printed, burnt, then painted. And at the heart of this jumble ROD has set a 
golden doll, stained with blood, eyes closed, an allegory of defiled innocence. Magnified. Sacrificed.

In this gruesome collection, the charred cubes, both ethereal and rigorously contained, though carrying the faces 
and stigmata of childhood terror and suffering, blow up into a myriad of colors.
BecauseBecause although cruelty has destroyed Leonard by making him believe in love-pain, truth hasn’t condemned him. 
Above all else it has taught him the beauty of love of which he knew nothing.
Its light and its power.
Plaster, hope, essential flow.
Rainbow.



VENLAFAXINE
2018 - dim. 188 x 123 x 34 cm

This piece from the Ad Libitum Collection is one of ROD’s most personal ones.
In an acid pop decor, in which capsules turn into candy and chemistry glitters, the artist reveals the secret of his darkest 
hours as a man, thus sealing the contemporary and the universal dimension of his desire crossing.

StuckStuck in the congealed decor, countless cubes swarm like pop ups, pixelating the images of the perfect promises 
inundating dating websites. In the centre the formula C17 H22 N02 stands out in all its brilliance, stabilizing the general 
effect, but still submerged in the tide of diffused images.

In this composition ROD shares, in his own way, the turmoil of anxiety and distress that overcame him when he ventured 
into regaining the taste of desire and seduction, albeit behind a screen. Far from acting as a filter, the windows suggesting 
a field of possibilities turns, over the flaws, into a pressure skylight.
In the midst of doubt, how can one integrate this bludgeoned system in which subjects aIn the midst of doubt, how can one integrate this bludgeoned system in which subjects are turned into objects?
How can one be a part of those others who have everything going for them?
How can one not lose oneself even more by joining in the quagmire of degenerate avatars with blurred codes, filtered 
images, liked, charmed, rejected and blocked profiles ?

The decor is revisited and the flaws are covered up. The picture is reframed to conceal the crutches. Encapsulated. Gulped 
down.
As if a click on a padded screen was enough to stop the chemical formula from ever becoming magical.



VENLAFAXINE
2018 - dim. 188 x 123 x 34 cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, PU foam, acrylic rods.



#FOLLOWME
2018 - dim. 188 x 123 x 34 cm

Wood, acriluc black panel, printing on plastwood, PU foam and glitters, acrylic rods.



SUGARBABY
2018 - dim. 185 x 120 x 34 cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, PU foam, epoxy resin, USD dollars, dolls, acrylic rods.



ACCIPITE MANDUCATE (Take it and eat it)
2017- dim. 188 x 123 x 38 cm

Wood, printing on plastwood, acrylic rods.



www.rodartfactory.com
rodartfactory@gmail.com
+Tel: +66-99-279-7294

Photos  :  sept. 2018 © Ludovic NICOLAS
text by Caroline M.
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